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QUESTION 1

Roberto\\'s company is releasing updates to a specific product. He needs to educate the company\\'s sales managers,
who are located in various international locations, about the new product updates. 

Which of the following methods would be the most economical and efficient solution for Roberto to discuss the required
information with the sales managers synchronously? 

A. Send the product update blueprints via e-mail to each of the sales managers and ask them to contact him any
questions. 

B. Schedule an in-person sales meeting with them at the company headquarters so that the updates can be
demonstrated and any questions answered with the entire group present. 

C. Schedule a Webinar with the sales managers so that the updates can be demonstrated and any questions answered
with the entire group. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a software developer who wants to start developing mobile apps for smartphones. You have the option to
develop apps for an open-source operating system. 

Which of the following could persuade you to focus your development efforts on the open-source operating system? 

A. An open-source license will never be in the public domain. 

B. Source code for an open-source app is not viewable and cannot be modified. 

C. Open-source operating systems and development tools are free from software bugs and viruses. 

D. The operating system and associated development tools are free, provided you comply with the copy left license. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

As a project manager, you have to balance three elements that compose the project triangle. Suppose your customer
requests that you add some new requirements to the project when you are halfway through. 

If you agree to this request, how would it affect other aspects of the project? 

A. Project scope will decrease 

B. Cost of the project will increase 

C. Cost of the project will decrease 

D. Time to complete project will be reduced 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the difference between a computer virus and a worm? 

A. A virus can replicate by itself, whereas a worm requires user action to replicate. 

B. A worm can replicate by itself, whereas a virus requires user action to replicate. 

C. A worm can deposit an illicit server, whereas a virus cannot. 

D. A worm can deposit an illicit server, whereas a worm cannot. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Raoul has received a file attachment from a known individual. He has no reason to expect files from this individual. 

Which of the following is an effective security strategy for Raoul to take? 

A. Open the file attachment and use anti-virus software to scan it 

B. Before opening the attachment, use anti-virus software to scan the system\\'s hard disk. 

C. Make back-up copies of important files so that it is possible to recover them in case of an incident. 

D. Before opening the attachment, call or send a text or instant message to the individual to verify that he or she meant
to send it. 

Correct Answer: D 
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